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With a background in GIS and geospatial development, the focus on this presentation is on the mapping 
and data side of things.

Describing the aims that were discussed during the workshop and the mockup of three components, or 
outputs that could be wanted for the system. All three components should work with each other ideally, 
however the mockups are possibly optimistic in terms of smallest steps possible towards the vision and 
so it is estimated that only one of the components would be suitable to take to prototype. I recommend 
the analysis component to be piloted.

Search – This would be an improvement to current Observatory and/or Datamill which already has 
search built in. A way to find and explore analyses and data.

Map – this would be an improvement to current Observatory and Datamill features. An improvement in 
functionality it wouldn't by itself lead to an increase in understanding of data or new analysis but is 
essential for a final application.

Analysis – this would be a new feature for existing services. This would be the creation of analyses to 
share internally and externally via an online service. In my opinion this is the most innovative of the three 
ideas and is best suited for prototype.

Question:
How can we create an intelligence tool that uses different sources of data to answer 
policy related questions in three ways - trends, snapshot and forecast



  

Aims

● More people in services to use and 
understand data

● Increase council data
● Show council benefit of new data analysis with 

trends and correlations



  

Prototype Components
● Map

– Shows data

– Visualise geographies

– Table / data view embedded

● Analysis Builder

– Choose dataset, fields

– Choose analysis

– Creates new dataset

● Search & Discovery

– Official / Verified datasets 

– Starred

– Smart search

– Shows analyses and datasets



  

Flow between components

Search Display Create
Analyse

This slide helps explain how the components would work together in a final, large application. 
For example, the search would show new analyses and be used to select data for display,
While the analyses would be displayed on the map and feed back to the search.



  

Map

● Visualise dataset
● Desktop GIS on web
● Dataset view incorporated
● Load datasets

Quite standard in most GIS platforms, this is a feature that it ultimately desired as an 
essential feature for a full application. 

This feature may be the least successful as a prototype.



  



  

Search

● Smart search
● Autotype – instant results
● Analysis and Datasets show
● Starred entries
● Verified results
● Search for “trend” “LSOA” “schools”



  

Search

Good, context aware search is hard to do correctly, but if done well looks seamless. This 
component shows how the new datasets and analyses created by people are discovered 
by others. It shows how datasets can be marked as “verified”. It's envisaged that good 
analytics of user usage would be surfaced here.

This feature on its own is not suitable for a prototype but would be essential for a full 
application.



  

Search



  

Analyses
● Choose 1 or 2 datasets

– Correlation

– Trend analysis

– Buffer

– Aggregation

– Sum, Count

– Intersection

This feature allows people to create new data via performing new operations, or analyses 
on existing datasets. New analyses should be shared with other users helping to find 
interesting uses of data and new understandings and relationships.

This feature is the most stand alone out of the three components, is the most innovative of 
the components and is unique for most online applications.



  

Analysis

This slide shows a mock up of a cross dataset correlation. In this example, 
assuming that both datasets have the same base geography, the user would 
choose the datasets and the fields to be correlated with each other.

This would create a new analysis dataset.



  

Summary
Smallest Step

All three components are designed to work with each other in a final 
applications. With regards to “the smallest step” or prototype - these are  
optimistic. It is estimated that only one of the components would be suitable to 
take to prototype. I recommend the analysis component to be piloted.

Search –  A way to find and explore new analyses and data. This would be an 
improvement to current Observatory and/or Datamill search feature.

Map – this would be an improvement to current Observatory and Datamill 
features. Essential for a final application, it needs good search and analysis 
functions to perform. 

Analysis – this would be a new feature for existing services. I 
believe it best answers the question of the lab. 
This would be the creation of analyses to share internally and 
externally. In my opinion this is the most innovative of the three 
ideas and is best suited for prototype.


